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Computation Of Local Electron Release (COOLER), a software program has been designed for dosimetry assessment at the cellular/subcellular scale, with a given distribution of administered low-energy electron-emitting radionuclides in cellular compartments, which remains a critical step in risk/benefit analysis for advancements in internal radiotherapy. The software is intended to overcome the main limitations of the medical internal radiation dose (MIRD) formalism for calculations of cellular S-values (i.e., dose to a target region in the cell per decay in a given source region), namely, the use of the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) and the assumption of a spherical cell geometry. To this aim, we developed an analytical approach, entrusted to a MATLAB-based program, using as input simulated data for electron spatial energy deposition directly derived from full Monte Carlo track structure calculations with PARTRAC. Results from PARTRAC calculations on electron range, stopping power and residual energy versus traveled distance curves are presented and, when useful for implementation in COOLER, analytical fit functions are given. Example configurations for cells in different culture conditions (V79 cells in suspension or adherent culture) with realistic geometrical parameters are implemented for use in the tool. Finally, cellular S-value predictions by the newly developed code are presented for different cellular geometries and activity distributions (uniform activity in the nucleus, in the entire cell or on the cell surface), validated against full Monte Carlo calculations with PARTRAC, and compared to MIRD standards, as well as results based on different track structure calculations (Geant4-DNA). The largest discrepancies between COOLER and MIRD predictions were generally found for electrons between 25 and 30 keV, where the magnitude of disagreement in S-values can vary from 50 to 100%, depending on the activity distribution. In calculations for activity distribution on the cell surface, MIRD predictions appeared to fail the most. The proposed method is suitable for Auger-cascade electrons, but can be extended to any energy of interest and to beta spectra; as an example, the 3H case is also discussed. COOLER is intended to be accessible to everyone (preclinical and clinical researchers included), and may provide important information for the selection of radionuclides, the interpretation of radiobiological or preclinical results, and the general establishment of doses in any scenario, e.g., with cultured cells in the laboratory or with therapeutic or diagnostic applications. The software will be made available for download from the DTU-Nutech website: http://www.nutech.dtu.dk/.

INTRODUCTION

Absorbed dose is usually regarded as the primary measurement for assessment and prediction of radiation-induced biological effects. The goal of any radiation therapy is to deliver a high and lethal dose to malignant cells, while sparing normal cells. The need for accurate and precise dose planning and dosimetry is universally accepted in external radiotherapy. There is general agreement that internal radiotherapy should aim at delivering predictable and defined radiation doses to tumor targets, and that reliable estimates of the collateral radiation dose to nontargeted organs and tissues be made available. In the framework of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and through the work of the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee, this is now possible with acceptable precision using organ S-values, which are defined as the dose to a target region per decay in a source region (I), based on the reference man assumptions and using measured or extrapolated organ time-activity curves.

Adoption of the MIRD formalism becomes critical if the isotopes in question are selected to give highly localized doses, with typical particle ranges equal to or less than one
cell diameter. Here, the intracellular activity distribution becomes important, as well as a subcellular definition of source and target regions. This is taken into account in the definition of cellular S-values, that have been established by the MIRD Committee (1). However, the method proposed for the calculations of cellular S-values by MIRD has two main limitations: the use of the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) and the assumption of a spherical cell geometry. Both limitations can be overcome by the direct use of Monte Carlo codes for S-value calculations. In particular, track structure codes offer the highest possible level of details in the description of spatial energy loss in cell compartments, and any realistic geometry for such compartments can in principle be implemented.

Different research directions can be identified, which could herald advancements in the successful applications of internal radiotherapy with significant short-range particle emissions, among which are:

1. The measurement and modeling of source distributions in nonuniform targets inside the body, depending on the accumulation of radionuclide carriers in different cells (e.g., tumor vs. healthy) and cell compartments.
2. The provision of robust and generally applicable tools for dosimetry calculations at the subcellular level (cellular S-values).
3. Additional theoretical and computational tools to modify the basic concept of absorbed dose, when low-energy, cascading electron emitters are bound to critical targets such as the DNA.

Within this context, the main goal of this work was to progress in one of these directions, namely, providing a software tool to calculate subcellular doses given the distribution of radionuclides in cellular compartments, which remains a critical step in risk/benefit analysis for advancements in internal radiotherapy. The approach we propose overcomes the main limitations of the MIRD formalism, by adopting input on spatial energy loss directly derived from full Monte Carlo track structure calculations, and allowing calculations for a variety of cell geometries. The tool is intended to be accessible to everyone (preclinical and clinical researchers included), and can provide important information for the selection of radionuclides, for the interpretation of radiobiological or preclinical results, and for the general establishment of doses in any scenario, with cultured cells in laboratory or with therapeutic or diagnostic applications.

In the following, the original MIRD formalism for cellular S-values is described first. The new approach adopted in this work is then introduced, and details on each of the necessary calculation steps and ingredients (as cellular geometry or activity distribution definitions) are given in the Materials and Methods section. Simulation results (as range, stopping power, residual energy vs. traveled distance curve) obtained from electron track structure calculations with PARTRAC (PARticle TRACks) (2) are then presented and, when useful for implementation in the analytical approach, fit functions are given. Finally, cellular S-value predictions with the new approach are presented for different cellular geometries and activity distributions, validated against full Monte Carlo calculations with PARTRAC, and compared to MIRD standards and predictions based on different track structure calculations. In addition to calculations with monoenergetic electrons, the \( \alpha \)H case is also discussed.

**The Original MIRD Formalism of Cellular S-Values**

The original cellular MIRD formalism relies on the assumption of a uniform activity distribution, with radionuclide sources spread in one or more cellular compartments such as the cell nucleus, the cytoplasm or the entire cell (1, 3, 4). However, radiolabeled molecules able to selectively target tumor cells mostly lead to nonuniform activity distributions (5–9). A way to counterbalance the effects of tumor cell heterogeneity and poor penetration capabilities of radionuclide carriers was found in the use of penetrating beta emitters (10, 11). Nonetheless, energy deposition of long-range beta electrons affects healthy cells located in the proximity of the target. Primary Auger-electron emitters are often indicated as better candidates in highly targeted radionuclide therapies (12–15). Auger electrons are typical products of the results of radionuclides that decay by electron capture or have substantial internal conversion (16). Auger events originating from inner-shell vacancies lead to a cascade of successive transitions with several low-energy and short-range electrons (17), here all conveniently called Auger electrons.

The starting point to derive MIRD formalism for monoenergetic electrons consists in expressing the absorbed dose \( D \) (Gy) as:

\[
D = \frac{wA}{m} \sum_i n_i E_i \phi_i,
\]

where \( D \) is the absorbed dose and \( \hat{A} \) is the cumulated activity \((\text{Bq} \times s)\), \( n_i \) is the number of particles with energy \( E_i \) (keV) emitted per nuclear transition, \( \phi_i \) is the absorbed fraction, i.e., the fraction of energy emitted from the source region that is absorbed in the target region for the \( i \)th radiation component, \( m \) is the mass of the target region (kg) and \( w \) is a constant to express \( D \) in Gy.

The MIRD formalism of organ S-values generally involves the conversion of administered activity into specific organ radiation dose. S-values are defined through the following expression, giving the absorbed dose in the target region \( D_{\text{r}_k} \):

\[
D_{\text{r}_k} = \sum_h \hat{A}_h S(r_k \leftarrow r_h),
\]

where \( r_k \) and \( r_h \) are the target and the source region, respectively, and \( \hat{A}_h \) is the cumulated activity in the source region. This can be easily generalized to the cellular level, with cellular subcompartments as targets and source regions. S-values can be calculated for a fixed combination of source.
and target regions replacing $D$ in Eq. (2) with its expression given in Eq. (1), so that:

$$S(r_k \rightarrow r_k) = \frac{w \sum n_i E_i \Phi_i(r_k \rightarrow r_k)}{m_{r_k}}. \quad (3)$$

To find individual terms in Eq. (3), MIRD calculates geometric reduction factors (GRFs), which provide irradiation efficacy at a certain distance from the source point in terms of the fraction of the sphere centered on the emission point that overlaps with the target volume (1). The absorbed fraction $\Phi_i$ is then written as the following convolution integral:

$$\Phi_i(r_k \rightarrow r_k) = \frac{1}{E_i} \int_0^\infty \psi_{r_k \rightarrow r_k}(x) \cdot \frac{dE}{dx} |_{X(E_i) - x} dx, \quad (4)$$

where $\psi_{r_k \rightarrow r_k}(x)$ is the GRF and $\frac{dE}{dx} |_{X(E_i) - x}$ is the stopping power evaluated at $X(E_i) - x$, i.e., the residual range of a particle with initial energy $E_i$ after a distance (linear distance $r_k$) $x$ through the media. For electrons with energies ranging from 20 eV to 20 MeV, MIRD adopts Cole’s formulas [minor changes introduced by Howell et al. (19)] are not discussed here:

$$E(X) = 5.9(X + 0.007)^{0.565} + 0.0041X^{1.33} - 0.367$$

$$\frac{dE}{dx} (E) = 3.316(X + 0.007)^{-0.435} + 0.0055X^{0.33},$$

where $X$ is the particle range, defined as the thickness of an absorber stopping 95% of incident particles (i.e., at a 5% transmission level). The units in Eq. (5) are: $E$ in keV, $X$ in 100 $\mu$g/cm$^2$ (or $\mu$m at unit density) and $dE/dX$ in keV $\times$ cm$^2$/100 $\mu$g (equivalent to keV/$\mu$m at unit density). Cole’s energy-loss formula has the units of a stopping power, obtained as the derivative of the energy versus range dependence measured in electron transmission experiments in air and plastic foils (20). In this sense it could be referred to as an “effective” stopping power (18). Aside from the adoption of Cole’s formula, the convolution integral method adopted by MIRD has some well-known limitations. As the calculation of GRFs is not trivial, cellular S-values can be defined only for simple geometries. In addition to that, the adoption of the CSDA, which is implicit in Eq. (4), neglects by construction the finite range of delta rays as well as angular deflections and straggling effects, which are relevant at the subcellular level (3, 21). The CSDA approach might be called into question, since the energy straggling, angular deflections and delta rays cannot be neglected at the subcellular scale (18, 22).

For practical use, the MIRD formalism is currently implemented in the MIRDcell software (23), used in this work to obtain reference S-value calculations to be compared to results of the newly proposed approach. The MIRDcell tool is further described in the Materials and Methods section.

### A New Analytical Approach to Calculate Cellular S-Values

The analytical method proposed in this work circumvents the limitations that arise from the use of GRFs to calculate cellular S-values. Instead, in the calculations, quantities containing information on the spatial distribution of electron emitters are used, namely the sites of radioactive decay where the primary electron track originates. Moreover, the proposed method replaces the use of Cole’s effective stopping power by the adoption of energy deposition data tables derived from full Monte Carlo simulations of electron track structure with the biophysical code PARTRAC (the use of any convenient analytical expressions of energy deposition versus distance is also possible). In the proposed approach, energy-dependent terms are completely separated from the geometrical terms. The method relies on the convolution of two main terms: one related to the position of electron sources in different cellular compartments, the other to the density of deposited energy in water as a function of distance from the source. Electron energies chosen were between 0 and 50 keV. The proposed method can be naturally extended to any energy of interest, with the possibility of being optimized for Auger-emitter radiotherapy. Starting from first principles, our tool surpasses most of the problems that accompany the original MIRD method. It is based on an analytical approach, and presented results are validated with full track structure Monte Carlo calculations with the PARTRAC code. Calculations relying on this new method are entirely entrusted to CoMPUTation Of Local Electron Release (COOLER) software, the dedicated MATLAB-based (24) program code. Description of the code and its validation are discussed in detail in this article. Electron ranges and energy deposition data as a function of distance from the source are also obtained and discussed. Results for electron S-values as a function of energy are presented for different activity distribution scenarios and compared to MIRD predictions. The method can be generalized for continuous spectra, for example the tritium spectrum.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### The PARTRAC Code

Monte Carlo track-structure codes that simulate the electron slowing down process in an event-by-event manner can accurately describe the discrete nature of physical interactions, overcoming most of the deficiencies of the MIRD approach (25). Because detailed simulation of electron tracks can be time consuming, condensed history transport codes have often been employed to approach various cellular dosimetric problems (26–32). Among the shortcomings of using condensed history codes, we point out the adoption of large energy cutoff for electron transport, typically between 1 and 10 keV, which results in a spatial resolution of the order of the biological target.

In this work, electron track structure calculations for monoenergetic electrons emitted from point sources were performed using the event-by-event Monte Carlo code PARTRAC (2). PARTRAC quantitatively follows elementary processes that occur during the passage of ionizing radiation through the target. Currently, PARTRAC can simulate photons, electrons, protons, alpha particles and ion tracks in liquid water. For our purposes, it can be employed for electrons from 10 eV to 10 MeV (2, 33). Therefore, it appears as a natural choice for examining low-energy electrons. Interaction cross sections in liquid...
water for excitation levels and ionization shells are obtained within the plane-wave Born approximation theory with a model for the dielectric function of liquid water. For energies above 10 keV, the relativistic Bethe approximation is used, while a semi-empirical correction factor handles non-Born effects for electrons below 500 eV (34–36). Electrons with energies below 10 eV are no longer traced and the residual energy is deposited locally.

In the experimental setup adopted by Cole to derive the effective stopping power expression adopted in the MIRD formalism for cellular S-Values, electrons in the beam are fired along a chosen single direction. Per contra, internal electron sources can be thought of as isotropic emitters. The two configurations can be simulated in PARTRAC; examples are shown in Fig. 1. In this work PARTRAC was used for two purposes:

1. Energy deposition-simulated data for monoenergetic electrons were obtained and successively implemented for use in COOLER. To this aim, PARTRAC was used to generate 10,000 electron tracks emitted isotropically from a point source with energies from 0 to 50 keV. Electron interactions were simulated in an 8 × 10³ μm³ water cube. To avoid the influence of statistical outliers of observed electron ranges, we dismissed from the simulations the 100 tracks depositing energy at the greatest distance from the point source (therefore, 99% of the tracks were considered). In this sense, the electron range is defined as the radial distance between the point source and the farthest interaction, after removing the 1% longest tracks. Electron range calculations obtained with this procedure are included in the results presented in this work. An analytical fit to electron energy deposition as a function of radial distance was also derived from PARTRAC data, and the decrease of electron residual energy along such distance is also shown.

2. Calculations of average energy deposition in the cellular nucleus per decay, i.e., after the emission of a single electron, for different uniform activity distributions (in the nucleus, in the entire cell or on the cell surface) were performed, by implementing selected cell geometries in PARTRAC as detailed below. Such calculations were used to check the correct implementation of PARTRAC energy deposition-simulated data in COOLER and, more generally, to validate COOLER results.

**The COOLER Code**

COOLER is written as a suite of MATLAB-based functions (24) to calculate local energy deposition, dose and S-values at the subcellular level for electrons in liquid water with energies from 0 to 50 keV.

The theoretical approach adopted relies on the following convolution:

\[ E_{\text{dep}}(\rho) = (\tilde{A}_N \ast k_{\text{density}})(\rho) = \int k_{\text{density}}(\rho - \rho')dV', \]

where \( E_{\text{dep}} \) is the energy deposited within the target volume (expressed in keV/decay), \( \tilde{A}_N \) is the cumulated activity normalized to the total number of decays (1 decay in total), and \( k_{\text{density}} \) is a function representing the density of deposited energy at the radial coordinate \( \rho' \) from the electron-emitting source. Such a method can be extended to any energy of interest and, in principle, to all charged particles and all cellular geometries.

In the three-dimensional (3D) discrete form used for the software implementation, \( \tilde{A}_N \) and \( k_{\text{density}} \) are given by two 3D matrices: the activity matrix describes the spatial distribution of the sites of decay in the source region, while the density matrix defines a density of deposited energy in liquid water (keV/μm³). This second matrix originates from the interrelationship between deposited energy and distance, which reflects the concept of stopping power. Such an interrelationship is obtained through calculations with the PARTRAC track structure code (2, 36). Calculations associated with Eq. (6) are entrusted to MATLAB-based scripts.

**COOLER** allows for calculating the amount of energy delivered from well-defined source regions to various target regions, for instance, the cell nucleus or the entire cell. Currently, in terms of source and target regions, COOLER can handle cubes, spheres, ellipsoids and quasi-ellipsoids (ellipsoids lying on a flat surface, with a portion of their volume cut away, to mimic adherent cell culture conditions as detailed in the following). S-values are calculated converting \( E_{\text{dep}} \) from keV/decay to Gy/decay using information on the volume and density of the target region, which is typically the nucleus.

The COOLER code will be made available for download from DTU-Nutech website: http://www.nutech.dtu.dk/.

**Activity Matrix**

An entire module of COOLER is devoted to handling the distribution of the decay sites in the source region (activity matrix). Currently, this module can handle point, cubical, spherical, ellipsoidal and quasi-ellipsoidal regions, in which electron emitters are uniformly distributed. Among possible geometries for the source region, of major interest are those matching the shapes of possible cellular compartments (e.g., the cell surface, the nuclear or the entire cellular volume, see later for cellular geometry definitions). Since S-values are expressed in Gy per decay (or, equivalently, Gy Bq⁻¹ s⁻¹), the total energy contained in the source region is normalized to the energy of a single electron, i.e., to one single decay. Multiplying the S-value by the total number of radioactive decays occurring within the exposure time, we obtain the total dose in Gy imparted to the selected target.

**Electron Deposition Data and Density Matrix**

Data on spatial energy deposition by electrons obtained from PARTRAC simulations are implemented for use in COOLER for the calculation of density matrices.

To obtain energy density functions, PARTRAC results are reprocessed, and we then score the amount of energy delivered within consecutive spherical shells, concentric with the point source. The amount of energy deposited in each shell is then divided by 10,000, giving the average result for a single electron track, and then normalized to the volume of each shell, thus obtaining the density function \( k_{\text{ Density}} \), which is the density of deposited energy, per track, as a function of the radial distance from the electron emitter. The number of shells is fixed to 300, regardless of the initial electron energy. For electrons between 0 and 50 keV, this value provides accurate density functions in reasonable computing times. Indeed, the accuracy decreases with increasing energy: the higher the energy, the longer the range and the distance between two consecutive sites of scoring (e.g., approximatively 3 nm at 5 keV and 130 nm at 50 keV).

The density matrix is then built, turning \( k_{\text{Density}} \) into a 3D matrix. A collection of density functions was compiled and included in COOLER for electrons with energies ranging from 0 to 50 keV.

The convolution process relies on the rescaling of physical dimensions into their corresponding virtual lengths, expressed in number of cubical voxels. This feature allows for work at different precision levels, where less precision translates into shorter computation times. The scoring of the energy deposition is performed on the basis of the geometry of the source and the target regions. S-values are calculated multiplying energy deposited in the target region in keV by the conversion factor 1.602 × 10⁻¹⁶ (J/keV) and dividing by the volume of the target region in μm³ (typically the nucleus) times the density of water in kg/μm³.

**Cellular Geometries**

Cellular geometries are built in COOLER through operations of selection and filling of cubical voxels of 3D null matrices. For example, a spherical cell can be identified by assigning a value of 1 to the voxels that are found within a radial distance from the center of the matrix that is equal to or less than the cell radius. Addition and
FIG. 1. 30 keV electron tracks generated in liquid water using the Monte Carlo code PARTRAC. Panel A: Experimental setup adopted by Cole (20) and MIRD (1). Panel B: The particle emission mode used in this work to determine the deposited energy against distance interrelations.
When the cell model geometry is built. Depending on the geometry and the precision level set by the user, all values are affected by small fluctuations (generally less than 7%).

Toolbox reports a mean energy value of 5.68 keV and an end point from the freely available software Radiological Toolbox version 3.0.0 (42), which contains nuclear decay data assembled in ICRP Publication No. 107 (41). Along with spectral information, the toolbox reports a mean energy value of 5.68 keV and an end point energy of 18.59 keV.

Tritium (^3H), which is radioactive, is found in nature, but can also be produced by man-made processes (43). As it decays, it emits a β- particles with a range that is usually less than the typical diameter of a cell (44). In this work, we computed a comparison between the use of tritium beta-decay spectrum and its mean energy only to calculate S-values in the case where the radioactivity is uniformly distributed into the entire cell, while the target region exists in the cellular nucleus. For instance, this might be the case of cells exposed to tritiated water, which is a radioactive form of water, where 1H atoms are replaced with 3H. Since tritiated water behavior is similar to water, it can freely diffuse in all cellular compartments, satisfying the condition of uniformity.

**REFERENCE DATA**

The MIRDcell V2.0.15 Tool

In collaboration with the MIRD Committee, Rutgers University (New Brunswick, NJ) developed the Java applet called MIRDcell (current version is 2.0.15), which can be accessed from http://mirdcell.njms.rutgers.edu/. The main intent of the software is to provide a user-friendly interface to calculate, for different activity distributions, the S-values and the fractions of cells that survive exposure to ionizing radiation on the basis of the calculated absorbed doses to the individual cells (23). In the current work, MIRDcell was employed to obtain S-values in the cellular nucleus for different uniform activity distributions. MIRDcell calculations were used to compare COOLER results with predictions consistent with the MIRD standard. The notation adopted in the software is consistent with that of this article and with MIRD Pamphlet No. 21 (45). In MIRDcell, monoenergetic electrons with 100% probability of emission were selected to deliver radiation to single cells. MIRDcell was run with a cellular geometry similar to that implemented for V79 floating cells, i.e., the cell and its nucleus were modeled as two concentric spheres with radii of 7 and 5 μm, respectively (the choice of the numerical values was limited by the applet running only with integer numbers). As in COOLER, cells were assumed to be composed of liquid water of unit density. The radioactivity was assumed to be uniformly distributed in the source region, selected among the cell nucleus (N) and the cytoplasm (Cy). The target region for absorbed dose calculations was the cell nucleus. As in the MIRD monograph (1), the effective stopping-power relationship of Cole was used for electrons. Since MIRDcell does not

![FIG. 2. Schematic representations of the cellular geometries included in COOLER. V79 cells in suspension (panel A) have a nuclear radius of 5.2 μm and a cellular radius of 7.1 μm. V79 adherent cells are shown in panel B. The thickness of the nucleus is 6.6 μm and the thickness of cytoplasm between the Mylar base and the cell nucleus is 1.4 μm. The amount of cytoplasm above the nucleus is fixed at 175 nm. The projection of the nuclear area on the Mylar base is 134 μm², while the nuclear and cellular volumes are assumed to be the same between panels A and B, namely 1,500 μm³.](image)
directly include the N→Cell case, this was calculated by means of the volumes \( V_N \) and \( V_C \) of the different cellular compartments, as in the following equation:

\[
S_{N→Cell} = \frac{S_{N→N}V_N + S_{N→C}V_C}{V_{Cell}}. \tag{7}
\]

The NIST-ESTAR Database

The NIST-ESTAR database \((46)\) provides stopping power and range values for electrons in different materials, including liquid water. Data are expressed as a function of energy and given for electrons between 10 keV and 1 GeV. Collision stopping powers are estimated based on Bethe’s theory \((47, 48)\) and density effect corrections are calculated based on the explanation provided by Sternheimer et al. \((49, 50)\). In this work, ESTAR was used to obtain electron ranges for energies between 10 and 50 keV, to be compared with PARTRAC and MIRD electron range calculations. Uncertainties of the calculated collision stopping powers are estimated to be less than 3\% in water. ESTAR radiative stopping power was not considered in this work.

RESULTS

In this section, we present results for the following:

1. PARTRAC predictions for the range of monoenergetic electrons and an analytical function to fit simulated range values as a function of energy. Range values are obtained reprocessing the output of PARTRAC calculations. The fit function is implemented for use in COOLER. PARTRAC range data are compared to MIRD and NIST-ESTAR predictions;
2. The implementation in COOLER of an analytical fit function to simulated electron energy deposition data as a function of distance, and validation of the results obtained using the function instead of the simulated energy deposition data as input for COOLER calculations;
3. The residual energy versus traveled linear distance for electrons calculated from PARTRAC energy deposition data (thus, implemented in COOLER), and with the formalism adopted by MIRD;
4. Electron S-values as a function of energy, calculated taking the nuclear volume \( (N) \) as target region, with the following activity scenario: uniform activity in the nucleus \( (N→N) \); uniform activity in the entire cell \( (N→Cell) \); uniform activity on the cell surface \( (N→CS) \); and for two different cellular geometries, simulating floating or adherent cells. S-values obtained with MIRD cell, COOLER and with full PARTRAC calculations are then compared;
5. A test of the implementation in COOLER of the \(^3\)H decay spectrum, together with the comparison of results obtained using the average energy instead of the full spectrum;
6. A comparison of cellular S-values for electron emitters as obtained with COOLER, PARTRAC, MIRD and Geant4-DNA.

Electron Range

We calculated the electron range for energies between 5 and 50 keV, reprocessing the output of PARTRAC simulations. Results can be fitted using the following equation:

\[
R = 0.048 \cdot E^{4.723}, \tag{8}
\]

where \( R \) is the range in \( \mu \)m and \( E \) is the energy of the particle expressed in keV. Our results are compared with predictions from MIRD, which adopts Cole’s formulas, and from the NIST-ESTAR database (referred from here on as NIST). Generally speaking, the electron range can be variously defined through concepts as the path length or the depth of penetration. The path length is the sum of all distances covered by an electron between two successive interactions before it loses all its energy \((51)\). The maximal penetration depth is the distance between the electron starting point and the farthest interaction along a straight line. Thus, the maximal penetration depth is always shorter than the mean path length. The range in the CSDA can only be derived by taking the sum over the most probable path and assuming path length fluctuations are symmetric about the mean \((52)\). For comparisons, we recall that range values are considered in MIRD as the maximal penetration depth of an electron beam fired along a single direction, once the 5\% of electrons with the largest penetration depth are excluded. In COOLER, electron emission is radial and only the 1\% of electrons having the largest penetration depth is excluded. Figure 3 shows MIRD’s predictions along with range results obtained with PARTRAC, their fit via Eq. \((8)\) and NIST’s CSDA values.

Although MIRD results should refer to a “restricted” penetration depth, they closely reflect range values under the CSDA, which are larger than COOLER findings. Similar considerations have been previously reported \((11, 18)\). Such discrepancy increases with increasing energy, but it is usually negligible, below 20 keV. It follows from Fig. 3 that between 5 and 50 keV, MIRD overestimates the range values up to 9.9\% (equal to 3.99 \( \mu \)m) at 50 keV.

FIT to Energy Deposition Monte Carlo Data

COOLER offers the possibility to use analytical expressions of energy deposition versus distance instead of the Monte Carlo energy deposition data tables. This option is of clear interest, in that it allows for quick comparison of results from different available energy deposition patterns, without running dedicated Monte Carlo calculations, and also for particles other than electrons. To implement and validate this option, we fitted PARTRAC energy-deposition data, then we compared the S-values calculated for different
electron energies at fixed geometries, using as input the deposition data tables and the fitted functions. The proposed equation describing Monte Carlo data of energy deposition reads:

\[ E_{\text{dep}}(\rho) = \frac{\rho_3 \rho^3 + \rho_2 \rho^2 + \rho_1 \rho + \rho_0}{\rho^2 + q_1 \rho + q_0}, \]  

(9)

where \( \rho \) is the radial distance from the point source given in \( \mu m \). Equation (9) is plotted together with its 95% confidence bounds for electrons of 5, 25 and 50 keV in Fig. 4. The goodness of the fit was evaluated through the sum of squares due to error (SSE), the adjusted R-square (R-square) and the root mean squared error (RMSE) tests. The six parameters and statistical tests are listed in Table 2 for energies between 5 and 50 keV.

As shown in Fig. 4, the fit nicely reproduces the data within the 95% bounds, with the exception of the initial shoulder, whose width increases with the electrons’ initial energy. At 50 keV, the width of the shoulder is comparable to the cellular dimensions. This might explain the S-value discrepancies observed at the highest electron energies when Eq. (9) is compared with the PARTRAC simulated energy deposition raw data (see Table 3).

**Electron Residual Energy during the Entire Stopping Process**

For the test energies chosen in Fig. 4, we show in Fig. 5 how the residual electron energy decreases along the linear distance traveled from the point of origin, as it is derived from PARTRAC calculations (and therefore implemented in COOLER) and as it results with the formalism adopted by MIRD. The shape of the stopping power versus distance curves shown in Fig. 4 translates into an accelerated decrease in the residual energy when the peak in the stopping power occurs, followed by a slower decrease towards complete stopping. In the formalism adopted by MIRD the residual energy decreases faster (thus, the underlying stopping power increases) towards the end of the electron path. This comparison provides the basis for an understanding of the results in terms of S-value calculations with COOLER/PARTRAC and MIRDcell, presented below.
**S-Value Calculation**

Figure 6 shows a comparison of S-values as a function of electron energy obtained through three different tools: COOLER (orange, Fig. 6A–F), PARTRAC (gray, Fig. 6A–C and E) and MIRDcell version 2.0.15 software (23) (blue, Fig. 6A, C and E). PARTRAC error bars are standard deviations from five independent simulation runs with a statistic of 5,000 tracks each. In Fig. 6A and B, the source region is the cell nucleus (N), in Fig. 6C and D the entire cell, and in Fig. 6E and F the activity is distributed only on the cell surface (CS). Different thicknesses of the radionuclide layer on the cell surface are used for the set of results.

---

**FIG. 4.** Equation (9) to fit PARTRAC energy-deposition data (dots) as a function of distance is indicated by the black line, together with its 95% confidence bounds for three different initial energies, 5, 25 and 50 keV electrons (panels A–C, respectively).
in Fig. 6F, while a single thin emitting surface is considered in Fig. 6E (source thickness of 0.05 μm in COOLER and PARTRAC). The target region is always the nucleus. The geometrical parameters of the two cellular configurations simulate V79 cells in suspension (Fig. 6A, C, E) or adherent culture condition (Fig. 6B, D, F). Since MIRD S-values can be computed only for spherical geometries, the comparison with MIRDcell is not possible for adherent cells, where the cell nucleus is modeled as an ellipsoid. Since the shape of the entire cell in adherent culture is modeled as a portion of ellipsoid (Fig. 2), only COOLER calculations are easily available in this case (Fig. 6D and F). When we deal with the \( N\rightarrow N \) case, the cellular shape is of no interest, since the activity is contained entirely in the nucleus, and both COOLER and PARTRAC can be used for V79 adherent cells.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 6A–C and E, the convolution method implemented in COOLER is able to satisfactorily reproduce the results of full Monte Carlo calculations with PARTRAC, for all geometrical configurations and electron energies.

The role of geometry can be singled out in explaining the deviations still observed, as e.g., in Fig. 6C at 25 keV. As shown in Fig. 4 for 25 keV electrons, there is indeed a pronounced peak in the energy-deposition curve at approximately 6 μm, which is close to the radius of the V79 cell nucleus model. Concerning the higher-energy tails, the higher the electron energy the lower the accuracy of the density matrix built in COOLER. This approximation therefore plays a role in the disagreement between PARTRAC and COOLER at 40 and 50 keV in Fig. 6A and C.

Looking at Fig. 6, we can compare COOLER and PARTRAC predictions to MIRDCell results: for the sake of this comparison, we need to take into account the existence of an unavoidable source of disagreement at all energies, due to the geometrical approximations required by MIRDcell (which accepts only integer numbers for geometrical parameters of the cell). However, observed discrepancies are large only in the intermediate energy range, which suggests that differences in the shape of the energy deposition curves are to be considered as the main cause.

In general, a good agreement among all tools was expected below 10 keV for the examined cell dimensions because of the short range of low-energy electrons, which makes that only electrons originating in the nucleus contribute to the nuclear dose. A good agreement is reached for the highest electron energies, where dependence on the shape of the energy-deposition curve is weaker (if, as in our case, we neglect cross-dose effects between neighboring cells): at 50 keV the deposition peak is found at a distance of approximately 20 μm, far outside the cell itself (Fig. 4).

When different source-target configurations were compared, we observed that the \( N\rightarrow Cell \) case always presents smaller S-values than \( N\rightarrow N \). The reason is easily found in the increased volume of the source region for the \( N\rightarrow Cell \) case. In fact, the activity normalization factor increases with the volume of the source region. When we address the

### Table 2

#### Fit Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E (keV)</th>
<th>p3</th>
<th>p2</th>
<th>p1</th>
<th>p0</th>
<th>q1</th>
<th>q0</th>
<th>SSE</th>
<th>R-square</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>−0.026</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>−0.825</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>9.0E−05</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>5.6E−04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>−0.045</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>−2.849</td>
<td>2.800</td>
<td>3.1E−04</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>1.0E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>−0.077</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>−6.113</td>
<td>12.240</td>
<td>6.6E−04</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>1.5E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>−0.047</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>−9.549</td>
<td>30.120</td>
<td>1.3E−03</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>2.1E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>−0.069</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>3.094</td>
<td>−14.470</td>
<td>67.550</td>
<td>1.9E−03</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>2.5E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>−0.073</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>7.078</td>
<td>−20.010</td>
<td>129.600</td>
<td>3.1E−03</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>3.2E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−0.101</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>25.640</td>
<td>−33.410</td>
<td>359.500</td>
<td>4.7E−03</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>4.0E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−0.080</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>71.040</td>
<td>−49.600</td>
<td>773.600</td>
<td>6.2E−03</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>4.6E−03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Equation (9) parameters are reported for different energies, spacing from 5 to 50 keV. The goodness of the model was evaluated through the sum of squares due to error (SSE), the adjusted R-square and the root mean squared error (RMSE) tests.

### Table 3

#### S-Value Comparison between PARTRAC Raw Data and Eq. (9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E (keV)</th>
<th>Floating, Eq. (9)</th>
<th>Floating, PARTRAC</th>
<th>Adherent, Eq. (9)</th>
<th>Adherent, PARTRAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S$ (Gy/decay)</td>
<td>$S$ (Gy/decay)</td>
<td>$S$ (Gy/decay)</td>
<td>$S$ (Gy/decay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.34E−04</td>
<td>5.34E−04</td>
<td>5.50E−04</td>
<td>5.51E−04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.50E−03</td>
<td>1.50E−03</td>
<td>1.40E−03</td>
<td>1.40E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.70E−03</td>
<td>1.70E−03</td>
<td>1.50E−03</td>
<td>1.50E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.60E−03</td>
<td>1.60E−03</td>
<td>1.30E−03</td>
<td>1.30E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.20E−03</td>
<td>1.20E−03</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
<td>1.10E−03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.90E−04</td>
<td>8.08E−04</td>
<td>6.85E−04</td>
<td>6.98E−04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.77E−04</td>
<td>6.10E−04</td>
<td>4.98E−04</td>
<td>5.27E−04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. A comparison of S-values, obtained using Eq. (9) and PARTRAC energy deposition data, is shown for floating and adherent V79 cells. Initial energies range from 5 to 50 keV.
**FIG. 5.** Residual energy versus traveled linear distance relationships, calculated from COOLER (PARTRAC) energy deposition data tables (orange lines) and with the formalism adopted by MIRD (blue lines), are shown for 5, 25 and keV electrons (panels A–C, respectively).

In the **N—CS** case, a further decrease in S-values is observed, which is mainly due to the location of radionuclide sources: only electrons not getting stopped in the cytoplasm reach the target nucleus and contribute to the dose. In the suspension culture condition, when spherical symmetry is maintained, electrons with the same starting energy have the same probability to reach the nucleus, regardless of their location on the emitting surface. As a consequence, a maximum appears in the S-value relative to the initial energy relationship shown in Fig. 6E, even if at an increased energy with respect to what can be seen for the **N—N** or **N—Cell** cases. The decrease in S-values is even more...
evident for the N—CS case in the adherent culture condition (Fig. 6F), when S-values are of the order of $10^{-8}$ (a factor of $10^{-4}$ smaller than for the same activity distribution in the spherical configuration). Also, a different trend is observed: in absence of spherical symmetry, electrons with the same initial energy reach the target nucleus with very different residual energy to deposit, depending on the source location and on the electron path in the cytoplasm. No maximum is observed, but rather a constant increase of S-values up to 50 keV electron energy. In Fig. 6F we also show S-values calculated for different thicknesses of the radionuclide layer on the cell surface. If such thickness is increased, the S-
value for a given electron energy is also increased. This is due to the fact that the increased overall activity (and therefore, the higher number of electrons which have the chance to reach the nucleus and deposit energy) prevails on the increase of the normalization constant (i.e., the number of decays) in the calculation of Gy/decay values.

Cell geometrical parameters are based on experimental measurements. In this way, we created reliable average configurations for V79 cells in different culture conditions. Figure 7 shows S-value calculations for adherent V79 cells in the Case for different positions of the cell nucleus. Position 1 is the default setting, with a 1.4 \( \mu \text{m} \) thickness of cytoplasm beneath the cell nucleus [see (37) and Materials and Methods]. Position 2 corresponds to a nucleus at an intermediate vertical position, with a 0.7 \( \mu \text{m} \) distance between the Mylar base and the bottom of the nucleus. Position 3 represents the less realistic situation, in which the nucleus lies on the bottom of the cell touching the Mylar surface. Changes in S-values are observed depending on the nuclear position in the energy range of 15–30 keV, with differences up to 15\%, found to be maximal at 25 keV. For the same reasons given when we compared COOLER to MIRDCell results, no change is seen below 10 keV, which is due to the short electron range. A small and negligible S-value dependence on the positioning of the nucleus is observed at 40 and 50 keV, where the energy deposition peak is far outside the cell. This set of results is included to emphasize the importance of modeling the nuclear position correctly.

### Comparison to S-Value Calculation with Geant4-DNA

In this section, we present the comparison among S-value results obtained with COOLER, PARTRAC, MIRD and Geant4-DNA. Results with Geant4-DNA (Fig. 8) are taken from (53) for the \( N-N \) and \( N-CS \) cases, with a spherical cell geometry (cell radius 5 \( \mu \text{m} \); nucleus radius 4 \( \mu \text{m} \)). COOLER and PARTRAC results were obtained from dedicated calculations with the same cell model. Deviations from the MIRD standards were also found with Geant4-DNA, and, as previously discussed, can ultimately be traced back to the different pattern of energy deposition obtained with the MIRD formalism or with full track structure calculations. Discrepancies between COOLER/PARTRAC and Geant4-DNA were also observed, with Geant4-DNA predictions being often intermediate among COOLER/PARTRAC and MIRD results, but following the same trend. Such discrepancies can be attributed to the adoption of different cross-section datasets for electron interactions.
and/or of a combination of models with the need of interpolation.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Absorbed dose calculations in nuclear medicine are conventionally based on the formalism of the S-values introduced by the MIRD Committee. The integral method adopted for low-energy electron emitters has some well-known limitations, such as the employment of Cole’s effective stopping power, the assumption of CSDA and the use of geometric reduction factors, which can be easily calculated only for simple geometries. These limitations suggest that Monte Carlo codes with low energy cutoffs for electron transport and more degrees of freedom in the geometry implementation are more suitable for S-value calculations. Among Monte Carlo programs, event-by-event codes like PARTRAC are preferred to condensed-history codes for cellular S-value calculations.

Common concerns related to Monte Carlo simulations are typically the computing time, the availability of the program and the possibility to implement new functions from scratch, such as cellular geometries or activity distributions, which is no small task. Thus, while Monte Carlo codes can provide accurate S-values, they are normally beyond the practical reach of the preclinical and clinical researcher. For these reasons, we developed the analytical tool COOLER for calculations of electron energy deposition at the subcellular level, which employs PARTRAC results as input and is validated through dedicated full Monte Carlo calculations. The adopted method can be extended to electrons (and in principle other particles) of any energy of interest and to geometries where the geometrical reduction factors do not exist or may be ill defined.

Values for the range of electrons are defined in this work as the maximal penetration depth of electrons emitted isotropically from a point source in water, once the 1% of electrons with the largest penetration depths are excluded to avoid the influence of statistical outliers. Range values were

![FIG. 8. A comparison of cellular S-values for electron emitters, obtained with COOLER (orange), PARTRAC (gray), MIRD (blue) and Geant4-DNA (red) is shown. Results with Geant4-DNA were obtained from (53) for the $N\to N$ (panel A) and $N\to CS$ (panel B) cases, with a spherical cell geometry (cell radius 5 μm; nucleus radius 4 μm). COOLER/PARTRAC results were obtained from dedicated calculations with the same cell model.](image)
obtained in PARTRAC and implemented in COOLER through an analytical fit function. Such values were compared to MIRD and NIST-ESTAR predictions. The range results showed discrepancies between MIRD (Cole) and COOLER (PARTRAC) increase with the energy, but were usually negligible, below 20 keV, and COOLER range values were up to 6.76% shorter than MIRD findings at 50 keV. MIRD results are always in good agreement with the NIST-ESTAR predictions. However, we are unable to perform an accurate comparison between MIRD and COOLER, since they employ different geometrical setups and different range definitions. NIST-ESTAR predictions are theoretically derived from Bethe’s theory.

To promote the use of COOLER, we implemented realistic geometries for the chosen V79 cell model (a commonly adopted radiobiological model) under two different culture conditions, namely a spherical geometry for free-floating cells and a quasi-ellipsoidal configuration for cells growing as monolayers on plastic surfaces. The code will be further developed to accept user-defined geometrical parameters in a variety of possible configurations.

The approach adopted in COOLER for S-value calculations relies on the convolution of two main terms: the first is related to the distribution of electron sources in different cellular compartments; the second, which is derived from PARTRAC simulations, relates to the density of deposited energy in liquid water as a function of the radial distance from the source. This direct convolution method is validated against full PARTRAC simulations. The largest discrepancies between COOLER and MIRD generally arise for electrons between 25 and 30 keV, where the magnitude of disagreement in S-values are of the order of 50% for N—N, 70% for or N—Cell, and up to 100% for the or N—CS activity scenarios. As expected, MIRD predictions seem to fail the most for calculations for activity distribution on the cell surface. Energy deposition results for electrons in this energy range present the highest dependence on the geometry, due to the shape of the deposited energy versus distance curve. For these energies deposition peaks are located between 2.5 and 6 μm; such distances are comparable to the radial dimensions of the cells. We recommend that extra attention be given when modeling the position of the target. In our simulations for V79 adherent cells, the ambiguous positioning of the cell nucleus led to discrepancy in the S-values up to 15%.

In addition to the comparison with MIRD standards, a dedicated comparison with S-value calculations with Geant4-DNA is also presented. Discrepancies between COOLER (based on PARTRAC) and Geant4-DNA predictions further highlight the dependence of S-values on the underlying electron energy deposition pattern, which in turn depends on interaction cross sections or models implemented in the track structure code. To possibly take this dependence into account in future calculations, COOLER is not pegged to PARTRAC and can work with any Monte Carlo code. An easy way to compare results between COOLER and other programs consists of selecting as input for COOLER analytical expressions for the deposited energy as a function of radial distance obtained from different Monte Carlo codes. In this work, we also provide an example of an analytical equation to fit PARTRAC energy-deposition data for electrons.

From the perspective of an experimental validation of our results, it must be reiterated that direct dosimetry at the subcellular level remains impossible to perform. Indirect benchmarks of our results versus e.g., Geant4-DNA predictions can be derived from the validation of the track structure code [in terms of implemented electron cross sections, e.g., ref. (54)], or from the measurement of biological outcome of cell exposure and correlation of simulated dose data to measurements of chosen radiobiological end points [e.g., DNA damage calculated with PARTRAC (35)]. Results such as those of this work or obtained in the future by using the COOLER code certainly pave the way for future investigations including radiobiological measurements.

COOLER was developed starting from monoenergetic electron sources, but it can also accept beta decay spectra. In this work, we have shown an example of how COOLER handles the use of continuous electron energy distribution resulting from tritium decay. In particular, the same S-value is found regardless of the use of the tritium spectrum or of its mean energy. As tritiated water freely diffuses in all cell compartments, leading to uniform activity distributions, and due to the emission of solely short range electrons, all calculations were performed under totally uniform energy deposition conditions. From such calculations, we maintain that in many experimental situations involving low energy electron emitters, information on the full decay spectrum is not needed, since uniform energy deposition conditions are granted and the use of the mean energy is often sufficient to the scope. Experimentally, such conditions can often be reached through a uniform distribution of the activity, which is the case of tritiated water.

As mentioned, extension of the code to other particles is possible, as well as to radionuclides generating mixed-field radiation or initiating a decay chain, provided that decay and spatial energy deposition data are implemented.

In this work, we have established a new analytical method to calculate energy deposition by electrons at the subcellular level, avoiding the limitations related to Cole’s formula for electron stopping power and the use of geometric reduction factors. The tool we provide is demonstrated to correctly address a variety of cell geometries and activity distributions, taking as input analytical fit functions for electron range values and energy deposition data obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. COOLER provides the best possible expression of cellular S-values, limited only to the precision by which the cellular geometry can be described. In the current version of the code, we consider only uniform activity distributions in different cellular compartments (or
on the cellular surface). Calculations are limited to a single cell model, with no dose contribution to target nuclei coming from activity in neighboring cells or in the intercellular environment. Both these limitations will be overcome in future developments of the tool.

The use of COOLER is much simpler than the use of a Monte Carlo code and this makes it useful both for scientists and the medical personnel concerned with S-value calculations. A user-friendly graphical interface will be developed, and the software will be made available for download from the DTU-Nutech website: http://www.nutech.dtu.dk/.
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